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The strong interactions between particles will make the energy within the granular materials propagate
through the network of contacts and be partly dissipated. Establishing a model that can clearly classify the
dissipation and dispersion effects is crucial for the understanding of the global behaviors in the granular
materials. For particles with rate-independent material, the dissipation effects come from the local plastic
deformation and can be constrained at the energy level by using energetic restitution coefficients. On the other
hand, the dispersion effects should depend on the intrinsic nature of the interaction law between two particles.
In terms of a bistiffness compliant contact model that obeys the energetical constraint defined by the energetic
coefficients, our recent work related to the issue of multiple impacts indicates that the propagation of energy
during collisions can be represented by a distributing law. In particular, this law shows that the dispersion
effects are dominated by the relative contact stiffness and the relative potential energy stored at the contact
points. In this paper, we will apply our theory to the investigation of the wave behavior in granular chain
systems. The comparisons between our numerical results and the experimental ones by Falcon et al., �Eur.
Phys. J. B 5, 111 �1998�� for a column of beads colliding against a wall show very good agreement and
confirm some conclusions proposed by Falcon et al. Other numerical results associated with the case of several
particles impacting a chain, and the collisions between two so-called solitary waves in a Hertzian type chain
are also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Granular materials suffering shocks exhibit complex be-
haviors �1–5�. In particular, some ordered phenomena such
as so-called “solitary wave” in one-dimensional �1D� chain
systems �6–30�, different pattern formation in vibrated layers
�2,31–35�, as well as the collective behaviors in elongated
particles �20,36–40�, could be observed if the microscopic
properties of particles are appropriate. Yet understanding the
relationship between microscopic sizes and macroscopic be-
haviors in granular matters still remains a challenge in me-
chanics and physics due to the dissipative and dispersive
nature of forces acting on the interacting grains. Part of the
energy within the whole system will be dissipated due to the
local interplays at the contacts, such as the plastic deforma-
tion and friction as well as the adhesive forces induced by
the complex interaction with an interstitial fluid �water or air�
�2,12,13,31�. Meanwhile most of it will propagate and dis-
perse to make more particles participate into the impacts dur-
ing a shock process �6,8,41�. A better and deeper understand-
ing of the mechanisms related to the dissipation and
dispersion effects of the energy is fundamental for the studies
of granular matters.

It is obvious that the local contact model plays a signifi-
cant role for discovering the properties of the dissipation and
dispersion of the energy in granular matters. Except for fric-
tion at tangential contacts, the dissipation effects during im-

pacts come from the local plastic deformation or the vis-
coelasticity of the rate-dependent materials for the normal
contacts between particles �31�. In order to encompass the
dissipation effects in molecular-dynamics simulations, the
simplest way of addressing the specifics in the course of
impacts is Newton’s kinematic coefficient of restitution,
which originates from the concept of a binary collision be-
tween two identical spherical particles. This method can dra-
matically simplify the numerical simulation for the huge-
dimension granular systems because the impact process is
ignored by setting the ratio between velocities after and be-
fore the collision with a fixed value �39,41�. However, the
approximation often yields some nonphysical behaviors such
as the inelastic collapse or the divergence of the number of
collisions in a finite time due to the well-known knowledge
that the value of the Newton’s coefficient is not a constant. In
order to consider the influence of the impact velocity on the
local plastic deformation between particles, a modification
could be found in recent papers �34,35� by setting the coef-
ficient of restitution with a velocity-dependent value. Such
velocity-dependent restitution coefficient models have re-
cently shown to be important in numerical and experimental
studies. However, this improvement cannot essentially reflect
the dissipation mechanism during the impacts because the
value of the kinematic coefficient is not only related to the
local plastic deformation, but also to the couplings among
various contacts.

A more direct way of modeling the effects of energy dis-
sipation is the so-called soft-particle algorithm in molecular-
dynamics simulation, in which all the forces acting on a par-
ticle from either walls or other particles or external forces,
are calculated based on the positions of the particles. Once
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the forces are found, time is advanced by the explicit inte-
gration of the corresponding Newton equations of motion.
There exist various models for calculating normal contact
forces: some of them based on the viscoelasticity �14,42�,
others on the elastoplasticity of the material properties of the
contact particles �31�. The shortcomings of the soft-particle
method are on one hand that many parameters are required,
consequently, the simulation is impractical, and that the or-
dinary differential equations �ODE�-stiff problem may arise
in time-scale integration. This may result in the divergence
of the numerical simulation away from the realistic phenom-
ena, and then mislead the numerical observation.

The energy dispersion is another characteristic of granular
systems during impacts, and depends on the intrinsic nature
of the interaction law between two particles �8�. In a uniform
1D chain system with Hertz-type interaction law, the so-
called solitary wave phenomena are widely discovered in
plenty of experiments �13,16,20�, in which the energy within
the system will be confined in an approximate fixed space
with about five-particle length. For the chain with a linear
elastic law, however, the dispersive effects will be enlarged
in comparison with the case for nonlinear Hertz-type contact,
where the initial impulsive wave will move as a spreading
wave with wavelength increase and its amplitude decrease
during propagation �23,29�. Moreover, the profile of the
pulse generated in a granular chain will be significantly af-
fected by the mass and the material properties of the impact-
ing particle. For instance, the so-called solitary wave may be
disintegrated into a train of waves or oscillations when ones
change the impacting particle �11,12,14,19,20�. The reason
for that can be attributed to the phenomena of multiple com-
pression and/or expansion cycles or the repeating impacts
appearing at the contact between the impacting particle and
the chain. In fact, the relative properties among various con-
tacts �such as the mass ratios and stiffness ratios between
particles� should be responsible for the potential structures of
the impulsive behavior in granular materials �6�. Therefore,
an underlying physical law depending on the interaction law
should be established for the energy dispersion in the granu-
lar systems, such that the reason for the formation of some
ordered phenomena in granular media could be discovered.

In �6�, we proposed a method for solving frictionless mul-
tiple impacts in multibody systems, in which the interaction
law between particles takes the power-type form for the re-
lationship between the acting force and the indentation. The
Stronge energetic restitution coefficient �43,44� is used to
describe the extent of energy dissipation for dry grains with
rate-independent material �such as the stainless steel�. In
comparison with Newton’s coefficient, which usually mixes
the dissipation effects and the dispersion effects together, the
energetic restitution coefficient defines the dissipation in an
energy level by using a ratio between input and output en-
ergy for a single compression and/or expansion cycle. This
coefficient assumes that the extent of dissipation is indepen-
dent on the dynamical process of multiple impacts, thus
separates the energy dissipation from the energy dispersion.
The dissipated energy at a contact is obtained according to
the energetical coefficient and the input energy accumulated
in the compression phase, which depends on the interaction
law between the particles. The dissipated energy for the con-

tact with multiple compression and/or expansion cycles at
the same contact point can also be obtained by using the
energetic coefficient, in which the dissipated energy in each
loading and/or unloading cycle is separately calculated ac-
cording to the input energy of the cycle.

The dispersion effects for particles with power-type inter-
action laws are also well discovered in �6� by transferring the
time scale into the normal impulsive scale to describe a
shock process, such as the way Darboux-Keller’s method is
used for the frictional collision with a single contact �5�. In
particular, the theoretical analysis indicates that the evolution
of the energy is dominated by a distributing law that is
closely related to the relative stiffnesses and the relative po-
tential energies stored at various contacts. This law presents
a clear scenario for the dispersion effects in a shock process,
and may benefit us with the understanding of the complex
behaviors in granular systems. Moreover, advantages in the
numerical integration could also be brought in using this
model because the description of the impacts is established at
the energy level. Unlike the method of so-called soft-particle
algorithm where the calculation for the contact forces is
needed prior to the integration of the second-order ODEs, the
method proposed in �6� uses the normal impulse as an inde-
pendent variable, thus avoids the problems of stiffness en-
countered with second-order nonlinear ODEs by various nu-
merical schemes �45�.

In this paper the theory proposed in �6� is applied to in-
vestigate the shock behavior in granular chain systems. The
friction effects between particles are excluded from this pa-
per and will be studied in the future. The effects of energy
dispersion and dissipation in granular media will be empha-
sized. The organization is as follows: Sec. II will introduce a
brief overview of the theoretical aspects. In Sec. III, we will
provide a comparison between the obtained numerical results
and the experiments presented in �8�, in which the influence
of the property of the wall on the collision, the distribution of
the postimpact velocities of the beads after the collision, as
well as the contact force felt at the wall will be investigated.
The numerical results for the case of a Hertz-type granular
chain with the collisions of two solitary waves and the one of
a granular chain impacted by n particles will be presented in
Sec. IV. Summaries and conclusions are given in the final
section.

II. BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF THE MULTI-IMPACT
DYNAMICS

A. The impulsive dynamics

For a granular system composed of N spherical particles
with s frictionless contacts, the equations of motion take the
following form if no rotational degrees of freedom is consid-
ered:

M�q�q̈ − h�q,q̇,t� − �
i=1

s

wi�q��i = 0, �1�

where q is the coordinate set of the mass centers of the
particles, M�·� is a symmetric mass matrix, h�· , · , · � contains
the inertial and applied forces. For each contact point i, �i is
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the scalar value of the normal contact forces along the com-
mon normal to the surfaces of the contacting balls. The con-
nection between normal contact forces and the generalized
forces is defined by wi�q�, which is related to the Jacobian
matrices of the contact points �46�.

The kinematic state of a contact is determined by the dis-
tance �i�q� between the contacting bodies. Clearly �i�q� rep-
resents the normal elastic deformation when contact is estab-
lished. The relative velocity of the ith contact point is
expressed as

�̇i�q� = wi
T�q�q̇ . �2�

For a 1D granular chain consisting of n aligned balls with
respective radius ri, �i�q� can be expressed as

�i = �xi + ri� − �xi+1 − ri+1� = qi − qi+1 + �ri + ri+1� , �3�

where xi is the displacement of the mass center for the ball

Bi, �̇i�0 corresponds to compression phases, �̇i�0 corre-
sponds to expansion phases. Let �t0 , tf� denote the time inter-
val of the impact, which can be further divided into much
smaller intervals �ti , ti+1�. According to the Darboux-Keller
model �5� �Sec. 4.2.5�, an integration over �ti , ti+1� has to be
done in order to achieve a representation of the equations of
motion at the impulse level. Thus a set of differential equa-
tions with respect to the normal impulses can be obtained,

�
ti

ti+1

�Mq̈ − h − W��dt

= M�q̇�ti+1� − q̇�ti�� − W�P�ti+1� − P�ti+1��

= M · dq̇ − W · dP = 0. �4�

The terms M, W remain unchanged during the integration
thanks to the assumption of constant configuration q on
�t0 , tf�. The vector h consists of finite, nonimpulsive terms
and therefore vanishes by the integration �see �5�, Chap. 1�.
The quantities dq̇ and dP are the changes of generalized
velocities and normal impulses during �ti , ti+1�, respectively.

It is obvious that the normal impulses dP are not indepen-
dent since they are changed during the same interval of time.
In order to make the impact differential equations of multiple
impacts solvable, a connection among the normal impulses
that contains the wave effects should be discovered. There-
fore, adding one way or the other some compliance effects at
the contact points is necessary when dealing with multiple
impacts.

B. The bistiffness compliant contact model

Establishing a realistic model for the particles in contact
with each other is still a tough task. Usually, one often uses a
simple relationship to relate the interaction force and the
overlap between two particles, in which a contact process is
characterized by compression and expansion phases �43,47�.
The compression �or loading� phase corresponds to a process
of transferring the external kinetic energy into the potential
energy stored at the contact point, while the expansion �un-
loading� phase will release the potential energy to make par-
ticles generate new movements. It is obvious that there may

exist a certain dissipation of energy during a compression
and/or expansion cycle. In order to consider the dissipation
effects due to the plastic deformation, Lankarani and Ni-
kravesh �44� proposed a bistiffness compliant contact model,
in which different force and/or indentation relationships are
adopted for the compression and expansion phases.

Let us consider the case of the interaction between two
particles with a power-type law, i.e., the force and/or inden-
tation relationship for the compression phase at the contact
point j can be expressed as

�c,j = Kj��c,j��, �5�

where Kj is the contact stiffness, and �c,j is the contact force
during the compression phase. The subscripts c and e repre-
sent quantities related to the compression and expansion
phases, respectively. The exponent � determine the kind of
contacts between bodies ��= 3

2 is for Hertz contact, �=1 is
linear elasticity�.

Let us assume the form of the interaction law is not
changed even though some plastic deformation is generated
in the compression phase. The force and/or indentation rela-
tionship for the expansion phase is

�e,j = �m,j� �e,j − �r,j

�m,j − �r,j
��

, �6�

where �r,j is the plastic deformation, and �m,j and �m,j corre-
spond to the maxima of the normal contact force and normal
deformation at the end of the compression phase, which cor-

responds to the values when �̇ j =0. For simplicity we omit
the subscript j in the following expressions.

In order to constrain the local energy loss due to the per-
manent plastic deformation �the undeterminate scalar �r�
generated in the compression phase, the energetic restitution
coefficient �43� is applied on the compliant contact model.
The integration of expressions �5� and �6� leads to

Wc = �
0

�m

�c��c�d�c =
1

� + 1
Kj��m��+1,

Wr = �
�m

�r

�e��e�d�e = −
1

� + 1
Kj��m����m − �r� . �7�

Based on the definition of the energetic coefficient, Wc and
Wr can be connected by es

2=−Wr /Wc, where Wc�0 and Wr
	0. In the case of a constant es, we have from Eq. �7�

�r = �m�1 − es
2� . �8�

The indentation �m corresponds to the first instant tc such that

�̇�tc�=0, so it is not a parameter of the impact dynamics.
From Eq. �8� neither is �r. When the energetic coefficient
takes a constant value, the energetic definition defines a lin-
ear relationship between the local plastic deformation �r and
the maximum indentation �m, such that the dissipation of
energy is reflected in an average level.

C. The potential energy at a contact point

Since the potential energy at a contact point will be accu-
mulated during the compression phase and released in the
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expansion phase, we must calculate the potential energy in
the two different processes. Let us pick a point p in the curve
of the compression phase. The potential energy Ep at p is
equal to the work done by the contact force along the path
from start of the contact to the position p. At any instant 

during the compression process, the contact force �c�
� can
always be expressed as �c�
�= dP�
�

d
 , in which P�
� is the
normal impulse accumulated in the time interval �0,
� cor-
responding to a deformation ��
�. Thus, we have

Ep��p� = �
0

�p

dP�
�
d��
�

d

. �9�

Since P�
� and ��
� can be connected by a one-to-one map-
ping during the compression phases, we can use the variable
P�
� to replace ��
� as the integral variable. Thus,

Ep„P�t�… = �
0

P�t�

� j„P�
�…dP�
� �10�

where P�t� is the normal impulse that is needed to make the
indentation change from zero to �p by obeying the relation-
ship �5�.

When the compression process finishes, the accumulation
of energy at the contact point j will be ended, and the total
accumulated potential energy can be expressed as

Wc��m� = �
0

�m

�c���d� . �11�

After that the potential energy will be released through an
expansion phase, in which the total energy that can be recov-
ered through the expansion phase will take the value of es

2Wc
based on the energetical constraint.

Similarly to the compression phase, the residual potential
energy for a dynamical process reaching a position R located
at the expansion curve can be expressed as

ER = �
0

Pc

�̇„P�
�…dP�
� +
1

es
2�

Pc

Pt

�̇„P�
�…dP�
� , �12�

where Pc is the normal impulse when the compression phase
finishes �so �=�m�, P�
� is an integral variable that is related
to the normal impulse of the contact force experiencing a
time interval �0,
� by obeying the energetic relationship de-
fined by the compliant contact model. The proof for estab-
lishing the expression �12� can be found in �6�.

The first term in Eq. �12� corresponds to the total potential
accumulated in the compression phase, while the second one

means that the potential energy, 1
es

2 	Pc

Pt �̇(P�
�)dP�
�, has been
released at position R. For a full compression and/or expan-
sion cycle, there is es

2Wc potential energy to be recovered in
the expansion phase. If a contact experiences a multiple load-
ing and/or unloading cycles �a new compressional phase may
restart before the expansion phase finishes�, we also show in
�6� that the transformation between the kinetic and potential
will also obey the similar relationship expressed in Eq. �12�.
Each cycle will dissipate a part of the energy that is related to
the restitution coefficient es and the potential energy at the
end of each compressional phase.

D. The distributing rule for the bistiffness compliant contact
model

In terms of the compliant model expressed in Eq. �6� and
the scale transformation of converting the time scale into the
impulse scale, it is shown in �6� that the normal contact force
at the contact point j during the compression and expansion
phases can always be expressed as

�c,j„Pj�t�… = �1 + ���/��+1�Kj
1/��+1��E„Pj�t�…��/��+1�. �13�

Since the contact forces can always be expressed as the dif-
ferential of the normal impulse with respect to time, from
Eq. �13� the ratios between the increments of the normal
impulses among various contact points j can be expressed as

dPi

dPj
= �ij

1/��+1�
„Eij�Pi,Pj�…��+1�/�, i = 1,2, . . . ,s,i � j ,

�14�

when all the contact points have the same � coefficient, and
where �ij =Ki /Kj and Eij =Ei /Ej are related to the ratios of
the contact stiffnesses and the potential energy between con-
tact points i and j. Equation �14� reflects the distribution of
the increments of normal impulses in space since dPi and
dPj vary within the same time interval. It is clear that the
mode of the potential energy accumulation �the exponent in
the force and/or indentation relationship� and the relative
quantities of the contact stiffness among various contacts
will dominate the transformation of energy within the net-
work of contacts.

The outcomes of the multiple impacts can be obtained by
combining Eq. �14� with the impulsive differential equations
�4� and selecting a normal impulse at a contact point as an
independent “timelike” variable. A guideline is also proposed
in �6� for the selection of the independent impulse, in which
the corresponding contact point is termed as the “primary
contact point.” This point should correspond to the point that
takes the maximum potential energy among various contacts.

Since the impulse scale is used as the independent vari-
able, the absolute values of the contact stiffnesses are not
needed for the calculation of the postimpact velocities of
each particle. However, if the value of the contact stiffness
Kj can be estimated effectively, the value of the contact force
� j at the instant of Pj�t� can be obtained according to the
potential energy Ej(Pj�t�), as shown in Eq. �13�. Further-
more, the time t related to the normal impulse Pj�t� can also
be extracted by using t= Pj�t� /� j. This is a postprocessing
associated with the impulsive differential equations, i.e., we
store the information of the potential energy at each numeri-
cal step for the ODEs, then carry out an algebraic operation
to obtain the values of the contact force and the correspond-
ing time.

The multi-impact Darboux-Keller dynamics is summa-
rized as follows:

�1� Contact parameters: �ij, ej, 1	 i	s, 1	 j	s, � ��
=1—linear stiffness—or= 3

2—Hertz contact—, or other suit-
able values�, E0,j for the initial precompression cases.

�2� Dynamical equation:
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M
dq̇

dPi
= W

dP

dPi
if Eji�Pj,Pi� 	 1 for all j � i �15�

with

dPj

dPi
= � ji

1/��+1�
„Eji�Pj,Pi�…��+1�/�, �16�

Eji =
Ej�Pj�
Ei�Pi�

, 1 	 i 	 s, 1 	 j 	 s , �17�

Ej�Pj� = E0,j +
1

Tra
�

0

Pj�t�

w j
Tq̇dPj . �18�

Tra is a parameter to transfer the work done by the normal

impulse into the potential energy, in which Tra=1 if �̇�0,

and Tra=ej
2 if �̇�0. When Ej(Pj�tf�)=0 and �̇�0, the con-

tact j will be open at time Pj�tf�. The details of the numerical
method and its implementation are in �6�.

III. THE COMPARISON BETWEEN NUMERICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section the experimental results reported in �8� are
compared to the numerical results obtained by the approach
outlined in Sec. II. In �6� numerous comparisons between
compliant models �Hertz or linear springs� and the Darboux-
Keller model of Sec. III are presented. They already prove
that the Darboux-Keller model possesses very interesting
properties. The results of this section confirm these positive
conclusions.

A. A column of beads colliding against a wall

Figure 1 shows the granular system studied in �8�, in
which N identical stainless steel beads, each one 8 mm in
diameter, are put together to form a column colliding against
a fixed wall. The column of beads leaves the wall with a
height h and starts its free fall to collide against the wall. The

number of beads may vary from N=1 up to N=40 for ex-
periments, and the contact forces felt at the wall are recorded
by a force sensor. In order to reproduce the experimental
results reported in �8�, we use the bistiffness relationships
expressed in Eqs. �5� and �6� to model the interactions at
contacts, in which the local energy loss is taken into account
by the restitution coefficient es,s for particle to particle and
es,p for particle to wall, respectively. Let us number the con-
tact bodies in a sequence from the wall assigned with 0 to the
last bead with N. The contact points are denoted in a se-
quence with number 1 for the contact between the wall �0th
contact body� and the 1th bead, and number N for the contact
between �N−1�th and Nth beads. According to Hertz theory,
the exponent � equals 3 /2 for the nonconforming contact
mode between bodies, and the contact stiffness Ki at the
contact point i is expressed as

Ki =
4

3
R

i
*1/2

E
i
*, i = 1, . . . ,N , �19�

where R
i
*=

RiRi−1

Ri+Ri−1
and 1

Ei*
=

1−�i−1
2

Ei−1
+

1−�i
2

Ei
are the equivalent con-

tact radius and the equivalent Young modulus between adja-
cent contact bodies, respectively. The mass of a stainless
steel bead used in experiment is m=2.0510−3 kg. The
Young modulus and Poisson ratio for stainless steel are Es
=21.61010 N /m2 and �s=0.276, respectively. Thus, the
value of the contact stiffness, Ki �i=2, . . . ,N� for sphere-
sphere contact is 6.9716109 N /m3/2. For the contact be-
tween the bead and the wall made of stainless steel, the value
of the contact stiffness K1 for the sphere-plane contact is
9.858109 N /m3/2.

B. The contact force felt at the wall during the collision

Based on the description in �8� for the experiments, two
cases are investigated in the following numerical simula-
tions: a column of N beads free fall to collide against the
wall with two different height h=3.1 mm and h=5.1 mm,
corresponding to the impacting velocities of the column
�vimp=
2gh� 0.246 m /s and 0.316 m /s, respectively.

For the columns of beads with N changing from 1 to 8,
colliding against the wall with h=3.1 mm, Fig. 2 shows the
outcomes of the contact forces at the wall. It is clear that our
numerical results can well reproduce the experimental phe-
nomena discovered in �8�, Fig. 4a and 4b, in which the maxi-
mum force Fmax is approximately equal to 52 N and very
little influenced by N, while the duration of impact increases
linearly with N. Moreover, the contact force oscillates with a
period of P�32 �s �the experimental value in �8� is P
=32.4�1 �s�, and is damped similar to the response of the
motion describing the damped free vibrations of a system
with viscous damping.

Let us set the fall height h=5.1 mm for the column of
beads with various number of N=5,6 , . . . ,12, colliding
against the wall. The numerical results obtained from our
method are shown in Fig. 3, in which the maximum force
Fmax is approximately equal to 71 N and the period P for the
oscillation of the contact force is around 31 �s. This also
well agrees with the experimental results in �8�, Fig. 4c and
4d.

1

N

h

g

Wall

FIG. 1. A column of beads colliding against a wall.
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Since the value of the restitution coefficient is often esti-
mated from an independent experiment, it may be interesting
to investigate its influence on the contact force at the wall by
slightly modifying es. Let us set both the values for particle-
particle coefficient of restitution and the particle-wall one as
es=0.92. Figures 4 and 5 present the numerical results for the
contact forces felt at the wall that is collided by the column
of beads with two different fall heights h=3.1 and 5.1 mm,
respectively. Comparing them with Figs. 2 and 3, we find
that the little change of the coefficient of restitution has no
identifiable influence on the value and the shape of the
curves of the contact forces at the wall. The proposed model
and numerical algorithm has good robustness �insensitivity�
properties.

C. Distribution of the postimpact velocities

As illustrated in �8�, at the end of the collision the beads
in the column will detach from each other due to the energy
redistribution within the system. In this section we will apply
our method to investigate the phenomena of the detachment
effect found in �8,48� by presenting the postimpact velocities
of the beads after the collision.

The definition of the end of the column-wall collision
given in �8�, in which the collision is assumed to be finished
at the time at which the bead at the bottom leaves the wall, is
different from ours: we use the energy calibration to define
the end of the column-wall collision, corresponding to the
instant when all the potential energy among various contacts
is completely released. Figure 6 shows the postimpact ve-
locities of the beads obtained from the simulation for the
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column free falling from a height h=5.1 mm. It is clear from
this figure that the upper beads of the column go away with
velocities greater than vimp=0.316 m /s, while the lower
beads have velocities smaller than vimp. Moreover, we can
also find that the postimpact velocity of the last ball will
increase with N, and reach the maximum value at N=8, then
decrease when N is further enlarged. Unlike a uniform chain
impacted by an identical particle, where a regular wave could
be formed and confined within five particles, the wave be-
havior in the column is complex and unregular similar to the
phenomena discovered in the next section, in which n-ball
chains are impacted by m-ball chains �hence N=m+n�. How-
ever, we can still observe the following interesting phenom-
ena: If N�8, the beads will separate one after the other from
the top of the column. For N�8, some beads separate, while
others are leaving in a cluster since the discrepancies be-
tween the postimpact velocities of the beads are very small.
If N�8, the local energy loss will make the postimpact ve-
locity of the top-bead decrease. Due to the local energy loss,
it is imaginable that the top bead will not bounce anymore if
the column is long enough.

The effective coefficient of restitution for the whole chain,
proposed in �48� and then applied in �8�, is defined as

eef f =
�i=1

N vi
+

�i=1
N vi

− = −
1

Nvimp
�
i=1

N

vi
+, �20�

where vi
+ corresponds to the postimpact velocity of ith beads.

It is noteworthy that the value of vi
+ is different from the one

of vi
f in �8�, Eq. �7�, where all the values for each vi

f corre-
spond to the instant when the force felt at the wall equals
zero. Figure 7 presents the value of eef f varying with N for a
column free fall with a height h=5.1 mm. The tendency of
the variation of eef f agrees well with �8�, Fig. 11. However,
when N�4 there is an obvious discrepancy between the
value of eef f obtained from our numerical results and the one
shown in �8�, Fig. 11. This can be attributed to the different

definitions for vi
+ in the two figures for the calculation of eef f.

Comparing Figs. 2 and 4, with Figs. 3 and 5, respectively,
we can find that the variation of the value of the restitution
coefficient es,s has little influence on the value of the contact
force at the wall. However, it will change the distribution of
the postimpact velocities of beads �the dispersion effect� that
seems not to be ignorable. Let us only change the value of
es,s from 0.96 to 0.92 while keeping other parameters with
the same values as used for Fig. 7. We can find from Fig. 8
that the curve of eef f has an identifiable variation due to the
little change of es,s. This means that the local energy loss will
influence the distribution of the postimpact velocities of the
beads. This can be further confirmed by Fig. 9, in which es,s
is assigned as 0.7, and the effective coefficient of the whole
column, eef f for N=20 is near to 0.1, corresponding to the
column with a small bounce.
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D. Influence of the mechanical properties of the wall

The mechanical property of the wall will significantly in-
fluence the collision processes as exhibited in �8�. Further
investigations can also be found in recent studies in the phys-
ics community �12,15,16�. For instance, Job et al. �15� per-
formed a precise experiment to reflect the dependence of the
impulsive wave on the wall mechanical properties. Similar
phenomena are also found in the experiments by Daraio and
co-workers �12,13�.

In �8�, Falcon et al. carried out different experiments by
setting the column of beads colliding against the wall with
different materials. According to the output signal from the
force sensor they found that the rigidity of the wall will
influence the collision behavior. For example, experimental
results show that the maximum contact force felt at the wall
will depend on the number N when a soft material sheet is
stuck on the sensor. Since the mechanical parameters for the
materials covered in the wall are not provided in �8�, we use
the duration for one bead colliding with a plane to estimate
the contact stiffness between the bead and the plane covered
with various material. According to Hertz theory, the contact
time 
1 between a bead dropped from a height h and a plane
assumed to be of infinite mass can be approximately ex-
pressed as


1 = 2.94� 5m

4K1
�2/5

vimp
−1/5. �21�

For a bead with mass m=2.0510−3 kg falling from a
height h=2.9 mm �vimp=
2gh=0.2385 m /s�, Table I pre-
sents the values of K1 extracted from the 
max�N=1� in �8�,
Table 2 and expression �21�.

We can find from Table I that the value of K1 extracted
from the experiment of the stainless steel bead colliding with
a stainless steel plane is larger than the theoretical value
�K1=9.858109 N /m3/2�, so it is not possible to provide a
precise comparison for the contact force between our nu-
merical results and the experimental ones in �8�, Fig. 13. At
best one can compare some qualitative features of the colli-
sion due to the variation of the material in the sheet.

Let us first investigate the contact force at the wall cov-
ered with polyvinyl chloride �PVC� �index 2 in Table I� by
setting a column of beads with various N free falling from a
height h=2.9 mm. From Fig. 10, the experimental phenom-

TABLE I. The value of the contact stiffness K1 estimated from
experimental results for the contact time between a bead dropped
from a height h and a plane assumed of infinite mass in �8� Table 2.

Index No. Material 
max �s� K1 �N /m3/2�

1 steel 17 1.151010

2 PVC 67.5 3.67108

3 beech 127.5 7.5107

4 rubber 221 1.89107
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ena discovered in �8� are well reproduced in our numerical
results, in which the maximum force increases with N at low
values of N, until it becomes independent of N, finally the
contact force will slightly decrease with N similar to a damp-
ing response.

If the wall is covered with softer material, it is imaginable
that the number N related to the maximum independent force
will increase, and the amplitude among all the maximum
forces will decrease due to the small value of the contact
stiffness between the bead and the wall. Figures 11 and 12
show the results obtained from our numerical method for the
column of beads with various N-chains colliding against a
wall covered respectively with beech and rubber materials.
The qualitative characteristics discovered in �8� are well re-
produced even though the values of the contact stiffness K1
are roughly estimated with possible large errors compared
with practical situations.

In summary, the local energy loss can be easily taken into
account by using energetical constraints and the information
related to the contact force and the duration of impact could
also be extracted from the solutions of the differential impul-
sive equations through simple algebraic operations. The
comparisons between our numerical results and the experi-
mental ones in �8� show good agreement and confirm some
conclusions proposed therein.

IV. OTHER NUMERICAL RESULTS RELATED TO
GRANULAR CHAINS

A. n-ball chains impacted by m-ball chains

As proved theoretically and experimentally by many au-
thors, an impulsive wave can be generated when a chain
endures an impulse �7,15,16,23,25,29�. In particular, a com-

TABLE II. The final velocities for each ball with different �.
Sign “�” means “moves forward,” while “�” means “moves back-
wards.” The first figure in the last row represents the ratio between
the forward postimpact kinetic energy and the total kinetic energy;
the second figure is the percentage of kinetic energy in the last ball.

� �1:9� �2:8� �3:7� �4:6�

q̇1
+ −0.0710 −0.1126 −0.1441 −0.1706

q̇2
+ −0.0303 −0.0481 −0.0612 −0.0729

q̇3
+ −0.0159 −0.0248 −0.0312 −0.0373

q̇4
+ −0.0089 −0.0133 −0.0169 −0.0146

q̇5
+ −0.0052 −0.0068 −0.0054 0.1274

q̇6
+ −0.0030 −0.0022 0.0996 0.4648

q̇7
+ −0.0018 0.0497 0.4043 0.4847

q̇8
+ 0.0025 0.2893 0.5108 0.9111

q̇9
+ 0.1467 0.6570 1.0118 1.0928

q̇10
+ 0.9869 1.2118 1.2323 1.2145

Percentage �99.5, 97.4� �99.3, 73.4� �99.2, 50.6� �99.2, 36.9�
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pressive wave with regular profile involving five particles
can be formed when a uniform ball-chain system is impacted
by an identical particle. However, this regularity of the wave
behavior will be destroyed when the chain is collided with
by more than one impacting particles.

Let us denote a system with 10 balls that are identical and
satisfy the Hertz contact relationship. The parameter � is
defined as the ratio between the numbers of the m impacting
balls and the n impacted balls. For instance, �=1:9 means
that the chain with nine stationary balls is impacted by one
particle �i.e., n=9 and m=1�, �=2:8 is related to situation
that two particles collide against eight stationary balls �i.e.,
n=8 and m=2�, etc. We will investigate the impulsive be-
haviors by changing � from 1:9 to 4:6. The initial velocities
of the impacting balls are set as v0=1 m /s and no energy is
dissipated during impacts: es,i=1 for all contacts i.

Figure 13 presents the evolutions of the velocities and the
normal impulses for the case of the chain with parameter �
=1:9. Clearly a regular wave can be formed and only three
balls move forward when the impact finishes, that is near to

the half length of the wavelength. The values related to the
final velocities for each ball are presented in Table II, in
which the last row shows the percentages of the forward
kinetic energy �the sum of the kinetic energies of the balls
with positive post-impact velocity� and of the energy of the
final ball with respect to the total energy of the system, re-
spectively. In this case, the percentage of the forward kinetic
energy is about 99%, and the one of the final ball is near to
97.4%.

When the chain is impacted by two identical balls, there
are four balls finally moving forward, and the kinetic energy
will be centralized in the last two balls. It is obvious that the
wave behavior is not regular due to the complex coupling
among various contacts. Figures 14 and 15 show the evolu-
tions of the postvelocities of balls and the normal impulses
for balls 1 to 5 and for balls 5 to 10, respectively. Although
most of the kinetic energy of the system is still kept in the
balls moving forward, the distribution of the postimpact ve-
locities of the balls is much different from the one in the
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chain impacted by one identical ball. The forward kinetic
energy is not concentrated in the last two balls, but will
disperse in a length with about four balls.

As m increases, the interactions between the contacts be-
comes more complex, and the number of balls rebounding
backwards decreases. Figures 16 and 17 present the evolu-
tions of the velocities and of the normal impulses for the
balls from Nos. 1 to 5 and from Nos. 6 to 10 in the chain
with �=3:7, respectively. Observing the values presented in
Table II we can find that the forward kinetic energy changes
little, while the number of balls moving forward is five and
the kinetic energy is dispersed in a wider scope.

When m increases to four, the postimpact velocity of the
last ball changes very little in comparison with the cases of a
chain impacted by two balls or three balls, while the forward
kinetic energy will disperse in the chain with six balls as
shown in Table II. The evolutions of the velocities of each
ball and the impulses among various contacts are shown in
Figs. 18 and 19.

In conclusion, as m increases, the ratio

�forward postimpact kinetic energy�
�total kinetic energy�

� 99 %,

and the number of balls with a positive postimpact velocity
increases as m+2. These results confirm that the proposed
scheme is able to reproduce the dispersive effects observed
for such impacts �8,48�.

B. Two solitary waves collision

Collisions between two identical solitary waves traveling
in opposite directions are also investigated in the physics
community �17,49�. A question to be concerned with herein
is whether at the point of intersection, the opposing solitary
waves could be annihilated completely, i.e., whether the cen-
ter of the central grain suffers any motion at any time. Let us
set a chain with 15 identical balls that are stationary and keep
contact with adjacent balls. The contact relationship between
the balls is assumed to be nonlinear elastic and satisfies Hertz
assumption �i.e., �=3 /2�.

Suppose that two balls with the same velocity, �v0�
=1 m /s collide against the ends of this chain from two op-
posite directions. Two impulsive waves will be generated at
the ends of this symmetric structure, and are propagated
through the chain �shown in Fig. 20�. The five curves corre-
spond to the velocities of the balls at five different instants
�different Pj�, where the solid line represents the initial con-
dition of the chain, while the other four lines describe the
impulsive wave behavior at different times.

Initially the imparting balls at the ends of this chain only
influence the adjacent balls with limited length, and then two
impulsive waves are formed due to the coupling between
adjacent balls �self-organized behaviors among the balls�,
then travel through the chain with an approximately fixed
length and a constant amplitude �similar to a solitary wave�.
Meanwhile, the balls behind the wave will rebound back-
wards with small velocities, confirming the scattering phe-
nomenon or bead detachment effect �8�. The length of the
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impulsive wave is confined in five balls, that well coincides
with conclusions obtained from numerical results, theoretical
analysis as well as the experiments reported in �9,15,29�. The
two impulsive waves originated from the ends of this chain
will meet at the chain center, in which the located particle
always keeps motionless due to the symmetric structure of
the chain. After that, the waves with unchanged shape will
reflect from the center of the chain to make particles separate
from each other.

If the number of balls in the chain is even, the two impul-
sive waves will interfere with each other when the waves
reach the center of the chain. This phenomenon is well re-
flected in Fig. 21 obtained by setting the chain with 16 iden-
tical balls. When the two waves met at the center of the
chain, the velocities of the particles involved in the impul-
sive wave will abruptly decrease, and thus the momenta re-
sided in particles will be redistributed to form a different
shape of wave profiles. However, the variation of the wave
profile has little influence on the final outcomes of the ve-
locities after impacts according to our numerical simulation.
It is imaginable that the waves will be split or oscillate when
the center particle is different from the other ones, and so-
called secondary solitary waves will be generated after the
two solitary waves meet with one another. These phenomena
have been pointed out in �17,49�.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The energy of colliding bodies during granular systems
will be transferred and redistributed through the network of

contact points. Moreover, part of the energy will be dissi-
pated at the vicinity of contacts because of the plastic defor-
mation or other factors. Establishing a model that can clearly
separate the dissipation effects and the dispersion of energy
among various contacts is crucial for the understanding of
the rich and complex behaviors exhibited in granular media.

According to the method proposed in �6�, the energetic
coefficient seems to be a good candidate in the energy sense
to confine the local energy loss, while the dispersion effects
should depend on a distributing law that is related to the
relative stiffness and the mode of the potential energy accu-
mulation between two particles. This method clearly sepa-
rates dissipation and dispersion effects during multiple im-
pacts and gives a legible picture for the dynamics of multiple
impacts. The comparisons between our numerical predictions
and the experimental results in �8� show good agreement,
thus validating the proposed algorithm. This method may
highlight a way of better understanding the complex phe-
nomena exhibited in granular systems and paves the way to
controlling the global behavior through adjusting the micro-
properties of the particles.
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